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elcome to our second magazine of this year and our new
look front cover. To go with our smart new cover we
need a title for the magazine and some fresh content that
is relevant to you, our readers! We strive to make the
magazine not only a good read, but an informative, helpful and
encouraging one. So this is a plea for your input and help!
We have had some suggestions for a name for the magazine and
would like you to decide, or add your own suggestion. Our current
suggestions are:
Do you see a name that you think suits the
□ One step at a time
magazine?
□ Stepping Forward
□ Marching on
Have you got a suggestion yourself?
□ Looking forward
What type of content do you like to read?
□ Growing forward
Do you have a story, poem or photograph
□ Hope
you would like to share with our readers?
□ Sunlight
□ Search Light
If something has been helpful for you, it may
□Towards the Light
well be helpful for others, so please share it.
□ New Adventures
Please let us know your preferred name for
□ New Pathways
the magazine and any content you would
□ New Life
like to see included, by telephone: 01246
□ New Horizons
380415, email:
□ Life goes on
joanne.reeve@asbestossupport.co.uk or by
□ Seeking a future
post: Jo Reeve, DAST, 34 Glumangate,
□ The Helper
Chesterfield, Derbyshire S40 1TX
□ The Seeker
□ Hope United
We look forward to hearing from you!
□ Phoenix
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Social media – If you or your family use Social Media
please check out our sites and help us to reach more
people

Facebook
DAST Bereavement Support Group
DAST (Derbyshire Asbestos Support Team)
dast - east midlands wide asbestos support

Twitter

-

Instagram

@DAST24

-

Dast_east_midlands

You can also keep up to date with what we are up
to by visiting our website:
www.asbestossupport.co.uk/
Please like or share our Facebook posts and
re-tweet our messages to help raise awareness
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Notice re Bankers Standing Order Donations
Last year, DAST changed our status from Registered Charity to
Charitable Incorporated Organisation. This is a fairly new status
offered by the Charity Commission and we opted to take it up as it
gives our trustees more protection.
Because of this, we have had to change our bank account number.
The sort code and the account name remain the same.
This means that if you make a regular donation through standing
order then you may encounter a problem - one person reported
to us that their donation bounced back into their account. We
have tried to contact people, but we are unable to trace some of
those who have been paying over several years. If you do make a
payment into DAST's bank account the details are now:
Sort Code: 60.83.01
Account number: 20419244
Account name: Derbyshire Asbestos Support Team
It would be great if you could notify your bank of this change.
If you don't currently donate to DAST by standing order and
would like to, a form can be found on the next page of this
newsletter or by going to our website www.asbestossupport.co.uk
Fundraising - off line donations— Donate to DAST
https://asbestossupport.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/DONATE-TO-DAST.pdf
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The Easter Christian tradition
follows the events of Jesus’
death and resurrection. This
brings hope for those of the
Christian faith, as part of the
oft repeated funeral liturgy
goes “in the sure and certain
hope of the resurrection…”

For us today Easter always falls on a different date each year, but it is
always very close to the vernal equinox (around March 20), when there are
equal periods of light and darkness. For those of us in the northern
hemisphere, it heralds an ending to the cold days of winter and the
promise of spring, just around the corner. Spring means the coming back
to life of plants and trees that have been dormant for winter, as well as the
birth of new life in the animal world.
Way back in A.D. 595 a group of Benedictine monks, led by Augustine,
arrived in Canterbury from Rome, with the instructions to convert the
Pagans to Christianity. The Pagans of this land believed that every plant,
tree, spring, stream, rock, hill or animal had its own soul and its own
guardian deity. Before a tree could be cut down, a stream dammed, a
mountain crossed, a spring drunk from or an animal disturbed, the
individual guardian spirit had first to be placated. Every aspect of the wind
and the weather also had its own god or goddess.
It was in these times that the Anglo-Saxons celebrated Eostre, a Germanic
goddess of dawn, during the vernal equinox, it was a lively and joyful
festival of fertility, regrowth and new birth.
The date of the Christian feast day of Jesus’
resurrection (what we now know as Easter
Sunday), had already been set by the Christian
Church at the first Council Nicea in A.D. 325, as
being the first Sunday after the full moon
following the vernal equinox, the day from
which the hours of sunlight become
progressively longer.
The Benediction Monks, in their task of
converting the Anglo-Saxon pagans to
3

Five Ways to Donate to DAST
1. You can make an online donation to DAST through the
VirginMoneyGiving website – go to
uk.virginmoneygiving.com and search for Derbyshire
Asbestos Support Team.
2. When making online purchases go through
easyfundraising.org.uk – or if shopping with Amazon go
through Amazon Smile. We have accounts with both of
these websites and you should be able to find us by
searching the charities. These donations come at no extra
cost to yourselves.
3. Post your cheque (payable to DAST) to us at
34 Glumangate, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S40 1TX.
4. Save ink cartridges and postage stamps – either bring them
to a future event or post them to us – but please have your
envelope weighed to ensure correct postage.
5. Having a clear out? Then use Vintage Giving to collect your
items and donate the proceeds to DAST.
Go to vintagegiving.com

Christianity, allowed the
continuation of all the outward
forms of the old, heathen festivals
and beliefs to remain intact, but
wherever possible to superimpose
Christian ceremonies and
philosophy on them. And in this
way our land became a ‘Christian’
land. Given the symbolism of new life and rebirth, Eostre or Easter as it
became known, was an easy feast to superimpose Christian beliefs on with
the shared themes of new life. Even though Christians affirmed the Christian
meaning of the celebration, they continued to use the name of the goddess
to designate the season.
Today we have all the imagery of both pagan and religious beliefs combined
in one festival of celebration, and no matter whether you subscribe to the
Christian faith or not, there is a sense of hope, a promise of new life, within
the season. We see it in plants, trees and shrubs coming back to life,
delicate bulbs pushing their way through the earth from where they’ve been
hibernating over the long cold winter. Longer, lighter days and warmer
temperatures. It almost seems as though the whole of nature is stretching
and awakening with a huge sigh of “Well we made it through another
winter!” And we too can echo that sigh—we have made it through another
winter, a winter like no other we have known, forced to stay alone, isolation
forced on us due to Covid-19. The green shoots pushing through the cold,
hard earth, are for us, the vaccine roll out, giving us hope and offering a
promise that some form of normality is getting closer.
I appreciate for those who have recently lost a loved one, this hope for a
brighter, warmer, safer future, can be tinged with sadness and sometimes
bitterness, that the one person they hoped to share that future with, is no
longer with them. They may even feel right now, that the rest of their lives
will be spent in winter. If you recognise yourself in these words, ask yourself
a question: “What would he/she want me to do?”
When I wrote the following words as we approached Easter last year, I never
imagined that we would be in a similar space. But here we are again a year
on, and so it seems appropriate to reprint this:
4
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Word Riddle Answers:
1.

Dove

2.

River

3.

Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow

4.

His horse was named Sunday

5.

Short

6.

NOON

7.

Heroine

“The world may feel chaotic at the moment. Covid-19 has taken us into
uncharted territory bringing in its wake fear and uncertainty. As this is
being written we are approaching Easter, but instead of Easter egg hunts
and family get togethers we remain isolated from many that we love..
Even if you aren’t a religious person, or adhere to any particular faith, you
will at some time over the Easter period hear the language of death and
resurrection. For those who have a faith this language can provide
comfort for the soul. In the Christian tradition there is a saying ‘we’re
Easter people living in a Good Friday world’.
At the moment it feels like we are living a very long Saturday of the Easter
story. Suffering the loss of those people and things we love, not knowing
when ‘Easter Sunday’ will be or what it will bring. We are coping with the
loss of our ‘normal way of life’ the absence of seeing those we love in
person. Whether you are in isolation on your own or with family
members, it brings us challenges. In isolation we become vulnerable, we
often reflect on the immediate situation and ourselves, and we can find it
disturbing, possibly prompting feelings of regret or fear for the future.

PUZZLES ARE GOOD FOR YOUR BRAIN!
1.

Puzzles Exercise Both Sides of Your Brain

2.

They Improve Your Memory

3.

They Improve Your Problem-Solving Skills

4.

They Improve Visual and Spatial Reasoning

5.

They Enhance Your Mood

6.

They Lower Your Stress Levels

7.

They can Improve Your IQ Score

It’s important in these times, for our mental and physical well-being
(because one always impacts on the other!), that we stay connected!
It helps to build routines that allow us to relate to and attend to other
people – through our phones, social
networking sites, video calls, face time –
so that we can continue to connect in
meaningful ways.
For all those who are struggling at this
time we light a candle - a candle in
memory of those no longer with us, a
candle of light, hope, love and support.

If any of you are struggling please don’t
hesitate to give us a call. Here at DAST,
we might be working remotely and in
isolation but we are very much
connected and still here for you.

(Lightspring / Shutterstock.com)
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Have you heard of the u3a?
Have you been, or are you
involved with a local u3a?

Wordsearch Answer:
Did you find the missing instrument?
Yes it was ‘ Violin ‘ You can find it starting with the letter ‘V’ in the
bottom left hand corner and it’s placed vertically and backwards.

For those of you wondering
what I am talking about, u3a is
a UK-wide movement which
brings together people, who
are no longer in full-time work,
to develop their interests and continue their learning in a friendly and
informal environment. u3a has members who draw upon their
knowledge and experience to teach and learn from each other but
there are no qualifications to pass – it is just for pleasure. Learning is
its own reward. It's all voluntary; a typical u3a will be home to many
activity groups covering hundreds of different subjects - from art to
zoology and everything in between.

Well done if you found it. Please contact DAST if you would like
to recommend other puzzles for this section
Sudoku Answers:

Founded over 35 years ago, the UK U3A
movement aims to encourage groups of
people in their third age to come
together and continue their enjoyment of
learning in subjects of interest to them.
From the start, the guiding principles
were to promote lifelong learning
through self-help interest groups covering
a wide range of topics and activities as
chosen by their members.

Towcester u3a walking group

The 'third age' is defined by a time in your life (not necessarily
chronological) where you have the opportunity to undertake learning
for its own sake. There is no minimum age, but a focus on people
who are no longer in full-time employment or raising a family.
There are now over 1,050 u3as across the UK, with thousands of
interest groups between them
and more than 450,000
members nationally. The u3a
national body – the Third Age
Trust - looks after all the u3as
in the UK, providing educational
and administrative support.
Kibworth u3a wine appreciation
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Receiving a video call on Zoom
To receive calls, you can access Zoom through your internet browser
on your smartphone, tablet and computer, meaning you don't have to
download anything.

Click on the link your contact has sent you over email, text
message or WhatsApp.

Click join from your browser to join the video call.
To end the call, click the red phone icon or close the browser window.
Making calls using Zoom on your computer
If you would like to set up video calls yourself, you will need to create
an account and download Zoom to your computer –you can do this for
free via Zoom's website. You can then create a link, which you can
share with others to join your meeting.

If you fancy learning more about local history, photography, or a craft
skill such as flower arranging, watercolour painting, gardening, why not
see if there is a thriving u3a group in your locality. You can find out
more from the u3a website which gives details of how to join: https://
www.u3a.org.uk/

If you're using a desktop computer that does not have a built-in
camera and microphone you may have to purchase a webcam and
microphone headset.

Book recommendations:

Top tips for your first call - To make the most of video calling, it's
good to feel confident with the technology. Here are some tips for
when you’re getting started:







If you have a group call planned, why not ask a trusted friend or
family member to have a 'test' call with you first so you can get
used to using the technology?
Make sure you're connected to Wi-Fi and have a strong internet
connection. It can help to move near the router if your internet
connection is slow.
You can test your settings before you join a call to make sure that
your microphone and camera are switched on.
Double-check that the microphone and the camera are switched
on (the symbols on the screen will have a line through across
them if they are switched off).

If you would like further information about video calling or using social
media or Zoom, do please give us a call and our bereavement Support
worker will be able to put your mind at ease and talk you through the
steps. It is a great way of keeping in touch with those we are not able
to meet up with!
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Ilkeston u3a gardening group.

You'll Get Over It - The rage of bereavement - Journalist
and agony aunt Virgina Ironside writes about her own and
others’ experience of bereavement. She pulls no punches
about the painful turmoil of emotions and angrily dismisses
many of the conventional attempts to comfort the
bereaved, then finally moves towards the
glimmerings of hope.
Through Grief - A popular book by Elizabeth Collick about the
pattern of grief and recovery. Helpful for those experiencing
deep grief.
The Courage to Grieve - Experienced therapist Judy
Tatelbaum writes simply and with understanding about many
aspects of grief, including complex situations such as
delayed grieving.

Healing Grief - A positive, self-help approach to loss,
grieving and bereavement by Barbara Ward
Diary of a Grief - Peter Woods’ wife died after 53 years of
marriage and his diary over the next three years traces his
experience of grieving. It was a journey which often felt like
7

taking one step forward and two steps backwards, but in which he
gradually finds calm.

see their posts, and join local groups to find out about local events or
discuss community matters.

A Grief Observed - Comprises the reflections of CS Lewis
on the death of his wife after only a few short years of
marriage. Painfully honest in its dissection of his thoughts
and feelings, this is a book that reflects on his grief and
bewilderment and examines his Christian faith in simple and
moving prose.

How do I set up a Facebook account?
To create a Facebook account:
Go to Facebook.com and click on 'Create
New Account'.
Enter your name, email address or
mobile phone number, date of birth and gender.
Choose a strong password.
Click 'Sign Up'.

A Widow's Story - A Widow's Story describes Joyce Carol
Oates' struggle to comprehend a life absent of the
partnership that had sustained and defined her for nearly
half a century. She shares the derangement of denial, the
anguish of loss, the disorientation of the survivor amid a
nightmare of "death duties," and the solace of friendship.

Confirm your email or mobile phone number. To confirm your email
address, you'll get sent an email from Facebook with a verification link
to click on. To confirm your phone number, you'll get sent a text
message with a code that you'll then need to enter on Facebook.com.
You can then add a profile picture and start connecting with friends
and family. There are different ways to add friends on Facebook:

Healing After Loss: Daily Meditations For Working
Through Grief
Following the loss of a loved one, many grievers find they
have lost their ability to concentrate and focus. Because
of this, some may find that information delivered in small
doses can be most effective. This little book is filled with
insight and perspective, and something a griever will find
they return to again and again.
How To Go On Living When Someone You Love Dies
Covering topics such as sudden vs. anticipated death,
specific types of loss, and what is necessary to "resolve"
your grief, this book gives those who have lost a loved one
ideas for solving problems and getting additional help.

Why Not Me? A diary of love and loss
This memoir of grief recounts the death from cancer of
Nick Clarke, much-loved BBC radio presenter - and the
aftermath - from his widow Barbara's point of view. With
painful honesty, Barbara describes her husband's illness
and her struggles to deal with the rage and despair of
bereavement, while supporting her young sons.

Use the search bar on the top of the Facebook page and type your
friend's name, then click on the Add as a Friend button. They will then
have to confirm your request. You can also use the search bar to find
local groups of interest. Iif you type ‘DAST’ in the search bar it will
show you the groups that we run that you can join.
You can download Facebook as an app on your phone or tablet, as
well as through an internet browser. Once you have a facebook
account you can make and receive video calls with facebook
messenger.
Video calling on Zoom
Zoom is another form of video calling software.
The person who you want to speak to just
needs to make sure they have an account as
well. They can then send you a link to join a
video chat. Here at DAST we use Zoom for
our weekly meetings and Quiz.
Remember: Only click links from people you know and trust. It's always
worth double-checking with them that they have sent you a link.

8
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Here at DAST we have a Facebook Group for those who have been
bereaved, You can read what others have posted and add your own
thoughts. We also have a website and Instagram and twitter accounts.
There are many examples of people hosting activities such as exercise
classes online, or holding virtual meetings with their book clubs, virtual
birthday parties and family virtual games and quiz nights.
DAST hold a regular weekly virtual quiz and a weekly Monday CheckIn, where members can join in a chat and meet old and new friends. It
is a great way of staying connected whilst so many of our social
activities are currently restricted.
Keeping in touch using a video call
Video calling is a great way to chat with others. Keeping in touch with
family, friends and other loved ones makes us feel connected and
helps with feelings of loneliness. It can be a nicer way of chatting with
others than just a phone call, because it lets you see the person you're
talking to, and them see you. You can even have a group chat with
multiple people.
Not sure how to get started? Here we give you some step-by-step
instructions on how to keep in touch using Facebook and Zoom, the
two platforms that DAST are currently using to keep people in touch
with each other. We shall cover other aspects of video calling and
internet use in next months magazine.

Are you an Avid Gardener?
I know for many people, their garden has been a source of joy during
lockdown. I have heard some say that it has preserved their sanity! In
a strange and uncertain world, just noticing the times and seasons of
the natural world, right outside our window, can remind us, that despite
what is happening thee natural world keeps on, and with each new
season can bring joy and hope. I must admit though that my garden is
pretty much neglected at the moment, with snow and ice featuring
heavily recently I hope I can be forgiven for not wanting to go outdoors
to get some gardening done. However, I notice that the forecast is
promising this coming weekend and am now looking forward to
spending some time giving my garden
a little love!
So if the weather doesn’t bother you or
we get a few warmer and sunny days
these are suggestions from
Gardeners’ World for the current
season:
Flowers

Cut down deciduous ornamental grasses left standing over winter,

Using social media
Social networking websites like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter are a
great way to keep in touch with family and friends, follow public figures
and organisations, and meet people with similar interests or hobbies.
What’s Facebook?
Facebook is the most popular social media platform. It allows you to
create a personal profile where you can share your thoughts, pictures,
videos and interests on your 'timeline' with your friends and family.

before fresh shoots appear

Divide large clumps of snowdrops and winter aconites after flowering
and replant to start new colonies

Divide congested clumps of herbaceous perennials and grasses to
make vigorous new plants for free

Transplant deciduous shrubs growing in the wrong place, while they
are dormant

Pot up containers with hardy spring bedding, such as

You'll also be able to see what they're posting, so it's a good way to
keep in touch. You can also follow organisations and public figures to

primroses, wallflowers and forget-me-nots
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Prune winter-blooming shrubs such as mahonia, winter jasmine and
heathers, once they've finished flowering
 Cut back wisteria side shoots to three buds from the base, to
encourage abundant flowers in spring
 Give winter heathers a light trim after flowering, removing shoot tips
but not cutting back into old wood
 Prune buddleia and elder to the base to keep these vigorous shrubs
to a reasonable size
 Trim back ivy, Virginia creeper and other climbers if they have
outgrown their space, before birds start nesting
 Cut away all the old foliage from epimediums with shears, before
the spring flowers start to develop
 Sprinkle slow-release fertiliser around the base of roses and other
flowering shrubs
Fruit and vegetables
Finish winter-pruning fruit trees and
soft fruits, including apples, autumn
raspberries and blackcurrants
Chit first-early potato tubers, such as 'Foremost', by standing them in
trays in a light, frost-free place
Prepare veg beds for sowing by weeding thoroughly, then cover with
a thick layer of garden compost
Feed fruit trees and bushes by sprinkling sulphate of potash fertiliser
around the base to encourage fruiting
Sow mustard and cress in a small seed tray on a warm
windowsill for pickings in just a few weeks
Put cloches or fleece over strawberry plants to start them into growth
and encourage an early crop
Hunt out overwintering snails huddled in empty pots and hidden
corners, to reduce populations
Plant rhubarb into enriched soil, or lift and divide established clumps
10

This poem was written by Joanne's
Mum, Audrey, who many of you might
have met at past events. Audrey runs a
tinnitus support group, who have a
regular poetry session to act as a
distraction from their condition. The group
has produced a booklet of poems called
"Distraction" and this poem is
included in that publication.
If you would like to purchase a copy they
cost £2 each. Cheques should be made
payable to Chesterfield Tinnitus Support
Group and posted to:
Chesterfield & North Derbyshire Tinnitus Support Group
34 Glumangate,
Chesterfield,
S40 1TX

Staying In Touch Via
the Internet
Getting started on the internet
According to Ofcom, there has been,
perhaps not unsurprisingly, a striking
growth in older people’s use of
technology. Successive lockdowns
and social restrictions have meant
more and more older adults are
beginning to use smartphones, tablets and laptops. Half of internet
users aged 65-74 now have a social media profile. We understand
though that some older internet users lack confidence when online.

The internet has been invaluable during lockdown for keeping people
in touch with family and friends. So how can you socialise online?
There are a number of different ways to keep in contact with friends
and family online, such as messaging apps, video calling and social
media.
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Picture Yourself

Check if old seed packets are worth keeping by sowing a few seeds
on damp kitchen paper, to see if they germinate
Protect the blossom of outdoor peaches, nectarines and
apricots with fleece, if frost is forecast
Plant bare-root fruit bushes, trees and canes, as long as the ground
isn't frozen

By Audrey Carlin
Picture yourself as you would like to be
Happy and hopeful and so carefree
Strolling along a beautiful lane
A rainbow above after gentle rain.

Greenhouse
Sow sweet peas in deep pots and keep them frost-free in a
greenhouse or on a sunny windowsill
Sow summer bedding and tender annuals, including cosmos, lobelia,
dahlias, nasturtiums and snapdragons
Pot on and pinch out autumn-sown sweet peas to encourage side
shoots to form
Sow tender crops such as tomatoes and chillies in a heated
propagator or on a warm sunny windowsill
Plant dahlia tubers in trays to encourage shoots to develop, which
you can then use as
cuttings
Monitor greenhouse temperatures with a max-min
thermometer to ensure heaters are working efficiently
Cut back overwintered fuchsias and increase the frequency of
watering to spur them into growth
Remove any faded or
yellowing leaves from
overwintering plants to prevent
fungal diseases
Wash greenhouse glazing
inside and out to let in as much
light as possible
Looks like a busy weekend
ahead for me!

Picture yourself in a garden of flowers
A beautiful place to while away the hours
Surrounded by colour so vivid and clear
A moment to treasure and to hold most dear.
Picture yourself watching birds on the wing
Filling the air as they whistle and sing
Watching the bumble bee flitting from flower to flower
A peaceful way to spend an hour.
Picture yourself by a gentle stream
As your mind relaxes, drift and dream
Enjoy the beauty that is all around
The sights and sounds of nature abound.
Picture yourself in the warmth of the evening sun
As you relax and enjoy after your day’s work is done
Reflecting on life’s many happy days
As you focus your mind in a thoughtful gaze.
Whenever you feel unable to cope
Whatever the reason don’t sit and mope
Picture yourself and relax a while
Take this journey to bring back your smile.
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Jo Reeve DAST Bereavement Support
Worker will be making a short video and
laying a wreath at a memorial in Poulter
Country Park. The memorial is where once
stood a factory (1916—1919) built to
manufacture chemicals for sea mines.
Tragically 6 young women factory workers
died there in a fire. We remember the
past to fight for a better future for all
workers, for the right to decent health
and safety considerations in the
workplace. No one should die because they
went to work!

Wordsearch - can you find the musical instruments listed below? The words will be placed vertically, horizontally, diagonally
and forwards or backwords. There is one instrument on the grid
not listed below - can you find it?

This beautiful stained glass
window can be found in St Peter’s
Church in the centre of
Nottingham. It was placed there
in 2007 and is dedicated to all
those who have died in the
workplace or from work-related
illnesses. It was designed by
Keith Barley and Julian Cole. The
window was funded by
subscriptions from trade unions,
some businesses, Nottingham
Occupational Safety and Health
Association (NOSHA), and St.
Peter’s Church Parish Council.
Bagpipes

Cornet

Harmonica

Saxophone

Trombone

Banjo

Cymbals

Mandolin

Sitar

Trumpet

Bassoon

Double Bass

Oboe

Tambourine

Tuba

Cello

Flute

Piccolo

Timpani

Ukulele

Clarinet

Guitar

Recorder

Triangle

Xylophone
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This year we shall also be remembering all the healthcare workers
who have died from Covid19, often due to inadequate PPE. Over
900 frontline workers have lost their lives last year due to the
pandemic.

What is happening on April 28th and what can you do?
To Remember the Dead – those dying from Covid19 and all work
hazards:


SUDOKO
Keeping the brain active is an important aspect of brain health.
Challenging mental activities stimulate the formation of new nerve cell
connections and may encourage new cell generation. Try word
searches, Sudoku puzzles, crafts and books to keep your mind alert
and ready for anything.
Find the answers to this Sudoku at the rear of the magazine. Are there
any other puzzles you would like to see in our newsletters/

There will be action across the UK: online meetings and
physically distanced outdoor meetings if possible and safe,
and events in workplaces

magazines?



At DAST we shall be wearing purple ribbons, putting car
stickers in our cars, and wearing IWMD face coverings.



We shall be increasing our presence on social media with
videos and reflections.



DAST will be taking part in a One minutes silence at 12.00 and
invite you to join us, it falls on the day of our weekly virtual
quiz, so we shall be ending our virtual session with a brief
reflection and one minute’s silence.

In Fighting for the Living - DAST will
continue their campaigning by working with
the Asbestos Victims Support Group
Forum; circulating information to members
and putting up posters in workplaces;
lobbying of MPs, councillors, press releases
and letters in local press.
In past years we have held wreath laying
memorials at Tapton Park in Chesterfield,
where, we have a tree dedicated to those
who have lost their lives through illness or
injury in the workplace.
Joanne, DAST Co-ordinator, will again this year be laying a wreath
in memory of the Dead.
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What is IWMD?
Every year on 28 April all over the world, trade unions, workers,
and families hold remembrance events to mark International
Workers Memorial Day because work continues to kill millions,
globally every year, and over 50,000 in this country, 140 a day
before the pandemic arrived to make things worse. Last year
thousands of workers have died from Covid-19 and we will never
know the true number because many weren’t tested, hospitalised or
recorded and reported as work related infections and deaths. The
HSE have just released RIDDOR information and employers have
reported just 318 deaths, the ONS report nearly 8000 deaths of
workers, but there is no accurate information on the number of
workers who have been infected and who have died from Covid-19.
The Hazards Campaign brought Workers Memorial Day to the UK
in 1990s with twin aims, to Remember the Dead but also to Fight
for the Living and has marked it every year since then. This years
theme is: Health and Safety is a Fundamental Right for all
workers.

What five-letter word becomes shorter when you add
two letters to it?
What 4-letter word can be written forward, backward or
upside down, and can still be read from left to right?

We will remember all those workers who have died:

What word in the English language does the following:
The first two letters signify a male, the first three
letters signify a female, the first four letters signify a
great, while the entire world signifies a great woman.
What is the word?



in all work related incidents,



because of biological infections and



because of exposures to dangerous substances.

DAST has always been proud and humbled to mark this day on
behalf of all who have lost their lives due to asbestos exposure in
the workplace.
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